
Questions - Aasra project 

 
 
Village and Community 
 
1. Details on the village and community based on statistics as well. Like, social status, 

occupation, education level, income etc. 
 
2. Details of other schools in surrounding areas. Esp, the govt ones, mentioned in the 

earlier site visit. 
 
3. Functioning of the local panchayat? Can they play an active role and are they ready 

for that? 
 
4. What could be done to remove this discrimination from these Govt schools? Can this 

group mobilize the people to improve those 2 schools? 
 
 
About the group (Aasra) 
 
5. Awareness and motivation level of group members?  
 
6. Do they handle other projects now? Future plans of the group? 
 
7. How many persons are there in the group? Any paid persons? Exposure to 

education related things? 
 
8. How much effort the group members can put in during execution of the project 
 
9. How much the group members are involved in the activities of the school at the 

moment? 
 
10. Opinion of villagers on the group members and activities. 
 
11. Other funding at the moment? 
 
12. Plans of registering as an NGO?. Ready for related tasks like audit and other 

formalities ? 
 
13. Details of activities that the group is involved ?. eg, the ones mentioned in #4, 6 of 

proposal. 
 
14. Is this group focus on one community in particular (Musahar as in the proposal). And 

also the proposal says literacy rate of Musahar is 100%. 
 
About the School 
 
15. Current status of school, location, activities and future plans. 
 
16. Number of students, Age group, socio-economic background. 
 



17. Details of current staff and income, expenditure factors. 
 
18. Details of type and surroundings of students. 
 
19. Fees collected currently?, if yes, details. 
 
20. Activities and strategies to attract more students. 
 
21. What is the involvement of community in the school activity?. If not presently, then 

how could that be done ? 
 
22. What kind of influence this school can bring into the community? 
 
23. Details of education methods followed. 
 
24. Girls/Boys ratio and current education level of students. 
 
25. What are the possibilities of students to continue their education? 
 
26. Plans on making it a full time school instead of just evening 2 hrs? 
 
27. How does the support from Asha help the school and the community?. Does 

providing better infrastructure to the school encourages the children to join the 
school? 

 
 
 
About Funding 
 
28. Current fund requirements are not precise. Eg, Why telephone, emergency light, 

electricity, postage (?) etc be important at this point with out even having a proper 
school. Complete and specific needs based on priority needs to be developed. 

 
29. Fund requirement talks about Rs 2000/- for teachers training. Any specific trainings 

identified?. Details? 
 
30. The funding requirements are practical with respect to the current ground situation? 
 
 
Asha’s involvement: 

 
31. Are the school authorities open to discuss different ideas from Asha during project 

execution? Example: BaLa (Building as Learning Aid) concept, where while 
constructing school building certain teaching aids can be integrated.  

 
32. In Asha, we believe in making schools self sufficient in long term. Ready to explore 

steps in that direction? 
 
33.  


